Socket labels

I did this on Craftsman wrenches and socket sets of various vintages ranging from my father
and grandfather's to current. Most had deep engravings of the tool sizes. Some of the finer
markings required more than one attempt. I'm not sure how well this works on laser etched
tools that became available in more recent years. I would think that quickly wiping off the paint
with a dry towel will work, but the effect would be more subtle. The good thing is that I could
completely clean off the paint with lacquer thinner if the results were not to my liking. Clean off
heavy dirt and oil deposits from the tools with a towel and some lacquer thinner, acetone or
other solvent that evaporates quickly. They don't need to be clean enough to eat off of, just
clean enough to allow paint to adhere well. Scribble over the size markings with the paint
marker. You want to lay on the paint fairly thick. I started with one tool to see how the color
turned out, then worked in batches of tools. Allow the paint to dry for a hour or two. You could
also use one color for the lettering and another for the size. It's really up to you on how to
customize your tools. Apply a small amount of lacquer thinner to a shop towel. I had a spot
about 1 - 1. Lacquer thinner flashes off rather quickly so soaking the towel will just be wasteful
and make excessive fumes. Gently dab the dried paint once or twice to soften the surface. I
found rolling the tool through the moistened towel works the best. Ideally only the surface paint
is softened up while the material down in the crevices remains relatively dry. You should still
have seemingly heavy deposits of paint on the tool surface, this is okay if you work quickly.
Note: You could just wipe the paint with the lacquer thinner, but it seemed to strip too much out
of the crevices. If this happens just mark over the surface with the paint marker, allow it to dry
and make another attempt. Wipe the excess surface paint off of the the tool with a solvent free
part of the shop towel. Most if not all of the surface paint should come off with a few seconds of
rubbing. A hard object finger nail or small piece of wood like a Popsicle stick backing up the
towel can help. Note how there is a bit of paint remaining on the surface in the picture. It should
come off easily if you work quickly while the paint is still softened. Clean up any stray paint that
made its way into the roughened areas of the tool with a bit of lacquer thinner. I have used a dot
of colored nail polish on the flat end of a drill bits to keep sets together for YEARS. I know it's
two years old but thanks, it's a great idea. I'm a repair tech for medical equipment. Went through
a whole 5S workplace organisation process thing recently. I was in charge of doing the tooling
organisation, purchasing, storing etc so I did this to the sockets and wrenches. My boss didn't
like it. The techs loved it. The boss threw a fit and had me clean it all off the tooling. When he
retires, it's the first thing I'm doing. Some folks will never change Reply 3 years ago. I'm with
you. What possible downside could there be to making the markings easier to read??!? There's
just no figuring some people. I'm currently in the process of doing this thanks to your
instructable. I decided to go with model paint and it's working out great. Pictures to follow!
Instead of using paint. Why didnt you use a crayon or an artist Litho Wax pencil? I have been
doing that for years. The dice would come with a small white or yellow crayon to use on the dice
to be able to read the etch markings on the dice better. I have always used a white or yellow
crayon on my tools from wrenches, sockets especially the smaller ones and drill bits. Makes it
easier to read. I found that white, yellow or red is best to read on tools. Reply 4 years ago. I too
have been doing this for years, I use a paint crayon used to mark prices on windshields of cars
for sale, it never comes off. But I know that both the crayon and Litho Wax pencils you get in a
art supply store both are made from beeswax and they work great to. I just did this, recently, to
my breaker panel, too. I used a white-out pen. And it shows up great, with only a flashlight.
Those are the ones that drive me nuts. Sometimes I think I'm as blind as a bat. Great idea. How
about we use what most of married men have in the house. Nail polish and remover. Between
my kids and wife, I can mark the world. Heh, after a couple uses of a fresh wrench, I end up
doing the same thing with moly grease instead of paint! Excellent idea - I will give that a go with
the socket set first because that's the one I find I have to peer at in order to see which size it is.
We use coloured LX tape around tool handles backstage so that all of the techs can keep track
of the spanners, screwdrivers, hammers, wire-cutters, whatever. Introduction: Size Markings for
Wrenches and Sockets. By ericsnis Follow. More by the author:. About: I am a microbiologist
and geneticist who does home woodworking projects in my spare time. I also dabble in
Raspberry Pi and home automation projects. Materials Hand tools to mark Oil based paint
marker, avoid extra fine tip if possible. Sharpie oil markers work well. Optional: Contrasting
colors to suit your categorization needs. Shop towels or rag Lacquer thinner Reasons to do this
Make it easier to spot the right tool size quickly. Looks nice and is customized to you Cheaper
than buying a certain name brand that offers enameled lettering. Dispose of the rags as directed
by the lacquer thinner can. Allow the paint to dry for a few hours to ensure it doesn't smudge.
Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote. BrianA 2 years ago on Step
1. TallTrav 4 years ago. MichaelT 4 years ago. MichaelT af Reply 4 years ago. ScottM 4 years
ago. DiyWaterDog 4 years ago. How about using some fine grit alum-oxide paper to sand off the

flats. Great piece of advice!! RUSmiling 4 years ago. Great idea! I'm going to try fingernail polish
though, cheap and dries fast! IanJC78 4 years ago. NihilFB 4 years ago. Aw man, I did this years
ago, I still do. I wrap colored tape around sockets and wrench handles. NihilFB jimvandamme
Reply 4 years ago. PhilipH4 4 years ago. I own a set of Metrinch sockets and wrenches. Each of
them fits both SAE and metric. Great for mechanics and craftsman. Best quality at the best
prices. Will your sockets be easier to read and organize? We think so. These make a great gift.
Labels are fabricated with a tough, 4 layer composite process which includes an adhesive
backing, precision cut, tough, foil material, high visibility white lettering, and clear coating to
help resist wear. Install at room temperature â€” Clean Sockets with Alcohol only let all vapors
dry off â€” press label firmly in place â€” let set for 24 hours. Maddeness â€” April 14, Good
buy!! Adhere great and stand out nice and bright. Hector L. Zapata â€” May 8, Very good quality
labels. These labels are an eyesight saver, very clear and sturdy. Christopher S Judd â€” May
30, David Rocks â€” August 3, A necessary mod! These are a must have for me! The no-contrast
engraved socket size numbers are a joke! I cleaned my dozens of sockets and some larger torx
bits with alcohol first, as suggested, and they are stuck on well. I had to trim some of the labels
with a razor blade to fit the side of some large torx bits, but they seem to work fine. These are
great labels! They are great quality and adhere nicely and stay adhered. They really make it so
much easier to quickly identify the size without having to squint or hold it up to the light my
eyes are not as good as they once were now that I am approaching 50 years. The seller is also
great, very responsive and committed to making sure their customers are completely satisfied. I
wholeheartedly recommend these labels! NYCSteeler â€” November 18, Colorful, bright, big
labels â€” helps identify sockets quickly and easily This is a nice, big set of labels that will help
you readily identify your sockets if you have big socket sets like I do. TradZ â€” November 21,
Awsome product!!!! This product reduces eye strain. The stickers are easy to install with thin
needle nose pliers tweezer would equally work. My sockets now look great, easy to read, and
easy to find. I will likely buy some more soon. Hittman â€” January 8, Great labels Great labels
for old guys or if poor lighting is an issue. This is my second purchase because these labels
work really well, are easy to install, look good in the tool box, and are very affordable. April D.
Pelkey â€” January 13, Mark Ogaz â€” January 22, These stickers stick! Yup, that is the caseâ€¦.
I however used some acetone on a clean cloth to wipe my sockets beforehand. The stickers
stick! Actually I could not believe just how dirty the sockets were. The chrome surface
disguises the dirt. Outstanding product BTW-highly recommended. You must be logged in to
post a review. Rated 5. Individual coated and dye cut socket labels. Permanent adhesive â€” oil
and gas resistant. Chrome Socket Labels: Master Edition quantity. Installation Method Install at
room temperature â€” Clean Sockets with Alcohol only let all vapors dry off â€” press label
firmly in place â€” let set for 24 hours. Item Package Quantity 3 sheets. Rated 5 out of 5. Add a
review Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a review. Add to cart Details. Breaker Box
Labels Rated 5. Toggle Sliding Bar Area. Great for mechanics and craftsman. Best quality at the
best prices. Multiple Sheet Contents 2 sheet set includes labels total 3 sheet set includes labels
total 4 sheet set includes labels total 5 sheet set includes labels total 10 sheet set includes
labels total. Add a few extra sheets to your order to give away as gifts! The more you add, the
bigger your savings! Will your sockets be easier to read and organize? We think so. These make
a great gift. Labels are fabricated with a tough, 4 layer composite process which includes an
adhesive backing, precision cut, tough, foil material, high visibility white lettering, and clear
coating to help resist wear. Install at room temperature â€” Clean Sockets with Alcohol only let
all vapors dry off â€” press label firmly in place â€” let set for 24 hours. Michael Balk â€”
December 9, I can now easily see the size of the socket! Trying to figure out what size the
socket is can be very difficult. Trying to distinguish silver writing on silver sockets is nearly
impossible, especially in low light conditions ie. Having labels that are easy to read, color coded
for wrench size is awesome. Gary D. Ford â€” February 22, Much easier to read I have so many
socketsâ€¦I carry them all in a couple of toolbags. I really like that the metric and SAE are
different colors. I bought 4 strips of these labels. You do need to clean the sockets with alcohol
before adding the label. I wish there was a different mix of the number of the most common
sizes. I never was good at looking at a socket and knowing its size without looking at the
markings. These have made my socket bags better organized. Paul Charles Peterson â€”
October 26, Exactly as advertised Overview: Everything was exactly as advertised. Packaging:
The stickers were on a slip of paper in a resealable plastic sleeve. This was mailed in a
envelope. The package was easy to open and the stickers were easy to remove. The
instructions are printed on the reverse side of the sticker sheet. Product: The stickers removed
easily from the paper with no troubles. I used my fingers to apply most of the stickers and even
the parts that touched my fingers stuck very well. After the recommended 24 hour period the
stickers held fast. Being that they are stickers, there is a slightly raised edge, but otherwise they

fit smoothly all the way to the edge of the stickers. They seem to be held tight and fell able to
withstand the rough conditions the tools may be subjected to. The chrome backing color nearly
perfectly matches my sockets. The white text on the colored circles makes it easy to read even
in dark conditions. Additionally, the colors make it easy to immediately determine if the socket
is metric or imperial. Henke Gilfillian â€” January 31, These are awesome! Everything fits nice
and tight These are awesome! Everything fits nice and tight. JRH â€” June 12, Great Solution for
Old Eyes Now days sockets come with the sizes already pre-etched on them but if you are like
me and are getting up in years and your eyesight is not what it use to be AND you have an old
set of sockets that you do not want to replace with the new fancy easy reading sockets then this
might be the solution for you. Beware this is not a cheap alternative. The product arrived
promptly and after reading the directions I cleaned my sockets with rubbing alcohol, let dry and
then peeled and placed the labels. They recommend not to use them for 24hrs so adhesion is
maximized. These labels are foil like with a pretty sticky backing and it appears they will stay on
for some time but I have not time tested them. I recommend buying an extra set to replace the
ones that become too tattered with use. Overall I am happy with the product and would buy
them again. James E Martinez â€” December 27, Label your wrenches and socketsâ€¦find the
size very easilyâ€¦. L Ann â€” December 27, Nice idea for the hard to shop for do-it-yourselfer
This was a gift for my husband. He has lots of sockets and he said that these would really help
to make size selection much easier. These arrived promptly. Very useful in low light with
brightly colored labels. The product was out for shipping quickly. Would definitely purchase
again as a gift. Rodney B Jones â€” January 5, SBL â€” January 13, Works Husband found
these. He has trouble seeing the socket size. Patrick D. McClard â€” January 13, Five Stars Very
easy to see the size quickly. Stickers stays were you put them. Darlene â€” January 17, I can
see. Bought these for my husband and he likes them. I put them on his sockets and wow they
make a difference you dont have to strain to see the socket size. Dan â€” January 19, Walker18
â€” January 20, Brandon U. Best Socket Stickers Great product that works awesome. I bought
these to add on my impact sockets for work. I work in an underground coal mines. For normal
duty, these would be unparalleled, but my situation is somewhat extreme. Dennis â€” January
30, These are great for older eyes or in dim light These are great for older eyes or in dim light.
Grab the right socket the first time. J Roper â€” February 6, Momof5 â€” February 9, My
husband has so many sockets, and even with them being very organized, these decals make it
fast and easy to find the right ones. They attach to the metal well if you clean with alcohol first.
Our order was lost in the mail and I contacted the company and they shipped another quickly. I
have recommended these to all my brothers and father and father in law. Amazing find, and well
worth investing in. I bought 3 sets because my husband has various lengths of all sockets. You
must be logged in to post a review. Rated 5. Individual coated and dye cut socket labels.
Permanent adhesive â€” oil and gas resistant. Chrome Socket Labels: Original Edition quantity.
Additional information Weight 0. Installation Method Install at room temperature â€” Clean
Sockets with Alcohol only let all vapors dry off â€” press label firmly in place â€” let set for 24
hours. Item Package Quantity 1 Sheet. Rated 5 out of 5. Shipping: I received this product in the
time specified. No squinting! Excellent for these tired eyes!! Good These seem to stick well and
are very easy on my old eyes. Add a review Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a
review. Add to cart Details. Toggle Sliding Bar Area. Clear selection. Best Quality for the Best
Prices. You can use your favorite banks and cards to check out. We love free shipping! We
know you do too. We created our labels to be as easy to read as possible using bright white
lettering on a colored background. We also used a simple, very readable font and enlarged as
much as we could. We really want the numbers and text to stand out. Not only was readability
important to us, being able to quickly identify between Metric, SAE, and other types was too.
Bringing you high quality labels is paramount. Permanent adhesive that resists oil and gas.
Precision cut, medical grade, tight radius foil material. High visibility bright white printing.
Tough, clear coating to resist wear. We go the extra mile to bring you the best! Learn More! Red,
White and Blue stripes. Get Them Now! Makes a. Great Gift! Buy Them Today! We love Free
Shipping too! Chrome Socket Labels: Original Edition. Add to Cart. Chrome Socket Labels:
Master Edition. Magnetic Toolbox Labels Blue. Magnetic Toolbox Labels Green. Adhesive
Toolbox Labels Blue. Adhesive Toolbox Labels Green. Adhesive Toolbox Labels: Ladies
Edition. Chrome Socket Labels: Ladies Edition. Chrome Socket Labels: Master S. Breaker Box
Labels. Multi-Purpose Assembly Labels. Garage Organizer Labels. Tackle Box Labels: Image
Edition. Adhesive Label Combo Deal. Magnetic Label Combo Deal. Mechanics Lot Combo. Shop
Owners Combo. Payment Options. Free Shipping. I can now easily see the size of the socket!
Trying to figure out what size the socket is can be very difficult. Trying to distinguish silver
writing on silver sockets is nearly impossible, especially in low light conditions ie. Having labels
that are easy to read, color coded for wrench size is awesome. Michael Balk. Label your

wrenches and socketsâ€¦find the size very easilyâ€¦. James E Martinez. Toggle Sliding Bar Area.
Great for mechanics and craftsman. Skip Navigation Sears home. Sorry, this item is temporarily
unavailable. Shop similar items below. Shop Your Way Pinterest Email. Which list would you
like to add your item to? Wish List. Label your sockets, socket rails, nut drivers, and wrenches
for "Easy Read" and quick Organizing. Look at the pic's and "you be the Judge" will your
sockets be easier to read and organize? These make a great Gift. Added on October 26, Would
you like to provide feedback on the Product Information displayed? Provide Feedback
zephyr exhaust hood
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. Please provide reason for rating. Dimensions and Capacity:. Submit Cancel Thank you, your
question will be posted shortly. You will recieve an email notification when someone answers
your question. Our members need you Be the first to review this product. Write a Review. Hmm,
looks like we don't have this item in that quantity. Please choose a lower quantity, or enter a
new ZIP code to check stock in that location. We're sorry, but something went wrong on our end
and this product is sold out right now. It's your call. This doesn't fit the vehicle based on the
information you provided. Edit vehicle info That's ok, I want this! This product might fit your
vehicle, please verify the partnumber. Add to cart anyway. Find Compatible Products. We're
sorry, but this product is unavailable in the color and size s you selected. Please modify your
selections and try again. Continue Shopping. Dimensions and Capacity: Overall Dimensions:.
Product Overview: General Warranty:. Color: Color Family:.

